
• Look Years Younger Through Powerful Skin Anti-Aging Effects

• Heal and Recover Faster Than You Ever Thought Possible

• Lose Fat Faster Than Diet and Exercise Alone

• Eliminate Pain and Chronic Inflammation

• Boost Your Thyroid and Metabolism

• Increase Lean Muscle Mass

• Increase Your Energy

• Optimize Your Brain

• Reduce Cellulite

3,000 Scientific 

Studies Show

Red and Near-infrared 

Light can Help You:

Red and near-infrared light are part of the electromagnetic spectrum, 

and more specifically, part of the spectrum of light emitted by the sun. 

These wavelengths of light are “bioactive” in humans. 

That means that these types of light literally affect the function of our body at the 
cellular level, helping cells heal and produce more energy.

Just as human cells need nutrients from food, LIGHT is also a necessary nutrient for 
our cells to function well. Certain wavelengths of light can help energize our cells, affect 
hormones and neurotransmitters, balance our mood, enhance physical performance, 
hasten recovery from stress, increase alertness, improve sleep, and positively affect 
the expression of our genes.

Background

Research

Most importantly, you need to grasp that the human body NEEDS light 

to be healthy.

In fact, most Americans are deficient in the benefits of all the wavelengths of 
light, and there are health consequences when we don’t get enough. 

They include vitamin D deficiency (from too little UV light) and circadian rhythm 
disruption (from too little blue light in the morning, and too much artificial light at 
night). These two issues caused by inadequate and improper light exposure are linked 
with dozens of types of cancer, as well as heart disease, obesity, diabetes, 
neurodegenerative disease, and multiple other conditions.

Just as the modern world of processed food leads to chronic malnutrition, our modern 
light environment (of too much of the wrong kinds of light and too little of the right 
kinds, and with poor timing) is called mal-illumination. The vast-majority of people 
living in the modern world are suffering from chronic mal-illumination and don’t even 
realize it. And it has widespread effects on our brain and organ function, immune 
system, energy levels, mood, neurotransmitter balance, and hormone levels. 

Importance of Light

Near-infrared (NIR) and red-light therapy 

devices have been FDA-approved for 

several purposes including anti-aging, 

hair-loss reversal, acne treatment, pain 

relief, slow to heal wounds, fat loss, among 

other purposes.

This is worth noting because this validates an 
abundance of research showing benefits – this has 
proven this therapy to be safe and effective in 
numerous trials in order to gain FDA approval.

RED-RED
True Cellular Impact



This is a third-generation technology 

designed with a proven and effective 635 

nm wavelength configuration and adds an 

880 nm wavelength for enhanced 

effectiveness.

It uses all new LED microchips to deliver two 
specific wavelengths of light for slimming, collagen 
stimulation, and pain and healing. The unique 
wavelengths stimulate fat cells to release their 
contents for a totally non-invasive alternative 
to liposuction, as well as stimulating collagen 
and elastin formation for anti-aging. Our 
advanced red-light therapy has also 
been shown to greatly enhance 
the body’s ability to heal itself, 
while reducing pain.

Introducing RED-RED-360

How Works

Slimming

RED-RED-360 uses advanced micro-chip technology to naturally 
slim, shape, and tone areas including the waist, hips, thighs, and 
upper arms with 6 pads that literally blanket the body offering 
more coverage than any other in the marketplace. The unique 
wavelengths of RED-RED-360 stimulate fat cells to release their 
contents which is then easily and naturally eliminated by the body. 
It provides higher absorption rate than Laser treatment therapies. 
This therapy is also NOT prone to dysmorphic lipid deposition, 
where the fat removed returns and is deposited at other areas of 
the body, giving a misshaped appearance and is very simple to 
operate with less effort than other body sculpting modalities.

Anti-aging Facial

The RED-RED-360 system includes a face mask to deliver the dual 
wavelengths of light stimulating the production of elastin and 
collagen. The effect of more production of collagen and elastin will 
tighten and generate younger looking vibrant skin. It improves 
circulation of blood through the capillaries, which enhances 
wound healing and aids in reduction of scar tissue. Red Light 
therapy is quickly becoming the safest and most unproblematic 
way to attain younger looking skin, not only for the face, but for 
the whole body as well.

Pain and Healing

RED-RED-360 has been shown to greatly enhance the body's 
ability to heat itself while reducing pain. It is safe and painless, and 
results are often rapid with no side effects. The results include 
diminished pain, reduces inflammation, decreased edema, faster 
healing times, and increased strength of repaired tissues. Our unit 
helps a wide range of conditions including: Bursitis, Contusions, 
Skin Disorders, Diabetic Neuropathy, Sports Injuries, Sprains and 
Strains, Wound Healing and more.

The RED-RED-360 is a high quality 

third-generation system, that can 

effectively eliminate FAT fast, in a 

comfortable and safe manner.

The LED light is near-infrared in nature and 
increases heating and energy levels of the 
cells inside the body. The RED-RED-360 
technology is the outcome of path-breaking 
research on cold light, led by NASA, and is 
further supported by extensive domestic and 
international research.

Energy Levels

RED-RED
True Cellular Impact

A typical RED-RED-360 session takes 20 minutes, 

and the number of sessions can range from 8 to 

15 sessions, depending on your needs and goals.

www.redred360.com


